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Best in Books
Money makes the world go round. Questions about how it flows,
who gets what, and what it is used for fundamentally affect the lives
of everyone on the planet – and indeed the future of the planet itself.
It is hard to think of any aspect of human society that is untouched
by economics and finance.
The Springer eBook Collection in Economics and Finance brings together top quality
research across the whole field, from the hard, analytical world of econometrics to
subtle, critical evaluations of economic history, from studies of the behaviour of
individual economic actors or financial markets, to the wide-ranging macro sphere of
global economies and public finance. The collection also comprises exciting,
interdisciplinary research across the United Nations’ SDGs, particularly as they look at
economic growth and inequality.

Top cited 2019 eBooks

Source: Crossref

eBooks Data
We are able to assess the impact of books via a set of metrics. It provides a
comprehensive overview of the reach, usage and readership of a book, chapter or
a collection by providing various book-level and chapter-level metrics and displaying
them on Springer Link and SN Insights.

Top downloaded 2019 eBooks

Large Readership More than
950k downloads in 2018
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Complete Coverage
All our book types are included in the collection from textbooks,
monographs, to handbooks and reference works.
All Economics and Finance books are available on link.springer.com where

•
•
•

Usage is unlimited with no Digital Rights Management
Users can access content in PDF, HTML or ePub format on any device at any time.
Users from many countries can order a personal print copy via MyCopy

Top distribution of book
types within the collection
Monographs
Contributed volumes
Briefs
Textbooks
Reference works
Popular science
Other

46%
23%
13%
4%
3%
3%
8%

Curriculum appropriate titles

Renowned Book Series

Key topics in this collection:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quantitative Economics and Finance
Banking
Development Economics
Political Economy
Economic History and History of
Economic Thought
Microeconomics, Game Theory,
Experimental Economics
Econometrics, Empirical Economics
Corporate Finance, Risk Management,
Financial Accounting
Macroeconomics,
Financial Economics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 evelopment Economics, Agricultural
D
Economics, International Economics,
Regional Science, Urban Economics
Environmental and
Energy Economics
Public Economics, Public Choice,
Public Administration
L abour Economics, Population
Economics, Health Economics
Cultural Economics,
Sports Economics
Heterodox Economics
FinTech

New & emerging research areas:
• Behavioral Economics
• Transition Economics and Economics
of Emerging Markets
• Ethics and Corporate Social
Responsibility in Finance
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Always Connected
Authorships worldwide

Connecting with Authors and Editors around the World
We are a truly international publisher, serving the research community around the
globe. With hubs throughout Europe, the Americas and Asia Pacific we are perfectly
positioned to connect with our book authors and editors wherever they are located.
Our global base of editorial staff is located in cities such as New York, London,
Heidelberg, Milan, Tokyo, Beijing, New Delhi, Singapore and São Paulo. They constantly
travel to scientific meetings and universities to connect with the research community.

Notable Contributors
• Nobel Prize laureate Paul Krugman, City University of New York
• Bruno S. Frey, Center for Research in Economics and Well-Being, University of Basel
• Jeffrey D. Sachs, Columbia University
• Keijiro Otsuka, Kobe University, Japan

Source: SN Insights

2020 Highlights

Springer Nature eBooks
In 2015, the Springer and Palgrave Macmillan publishing brands came together under
the newly formed company, Springer Nature. This brought together editorial teams with
their subject matter expertise, coupled with longstanding publishing histories with the
world's foremost authors and societies to allow Springer Nature to deliver the most
complete STM and HSS book offerings available worldwide.
For information on eBooks and more, please visit springernature.com/forlibrarians.

Contact Springer Nature
For more information about our eBook
licensing options, including requests for
title lists and quotes for institutions and
organizations, please contact a member
of the Springer Nature licensing team in
your region:
springernature.com/contactus
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